UPHOLSTERY

SOFAS
MODULAR SYSTEMS
ARMCHAIRS AND COMPOSITIONS
CHAISE-LONGUES AND DAYBEDS
OTTOMANS
NIELSEN  Armchair/ NELLY  Table lamp
BEETHOVEN

Sofa with curved armrests that follow the shape of the exposed hardstructures. The frame and the vertical hardstructures are customizable with different woods, or upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Two, three and four-seat option available. Covers are not removable. Beethoven perfectly matches with the Charlie coffee table, which features the same curved lines.

MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**

**2 SEATS:**
210x100x72h cm - Inch 82.7x39.4x28.3h

**3 SEATS:**
240x100x72h cm - Inch 94.5x39.4x28.3h

**4 SEATS:**
270x100x72h cm - Inch 106.3x39.4x28.3h

**SH:** 39 cm - Inch 15.3

**FINISHES**

BLACK MAPLE
CANALETTO WALNUT
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD

* CODE: 045911 PAL0C TR181 (3 SEATS), COLVILLE FABRIC
**CANALETTO**

Canaletto is a classic sofa with essential lines. It features two width options for what concerns both the armrests (22 or 30 cm) and the seats (80 or 90 cm). It can be upholstered with all Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fabric covers are removable. The Canaletto range includes also an armchair, a footrest and a modular system. MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**

**SINGLE SEAT:**
- **Regular:** 80x105x78h cm - Inch 31.5x41.3x30.7h
- **Large:** 90x105x78h cm - Inch 35.4x41.3x30.7h

**SINGLE ARMREST:**
- **Regular:** 22x105x57h cm - Inch 8.6x41.3x22.4h
- **Large:** 30x105x57h cm - Inch 11.8x41.3x22.4h

**2 SEATS ARMREST 22 cm - Inch 8.7:**
- 204x105x60h cm - Inch 80.3x41.3x23.6h

**2 SEATS LARGE ARMREST 22 cm - Inch 8.7:**
- 224x105x60h cm - Inch 88.2x41.3x23.6h

**2 SEATS ARMREST 30 cm - Inch 11.8:**
- 220x105x60h cm - Inch 86.6x41.3x23.6h

**2 SEATS LARGE ARMREST 30 cm - Inch 11.8:**
- 240x105x60h cm - Inch 94.5x41.3x23.6h

**3 SEATS ARMREST 22 cm - Inch 8.7:**
- 284x105x60h cm - Inch 111.8x41.3x23.6h

**3 SEATS LARGE ARMREST 22 cm - Inch 8.7:**
- 314x105x60h cm - Inch 123.6x41.3x23.6h

**3 SEATS ARMREST 30 cm - Inch 11.8:**
- 300x105x60h cm - Inch 118.1x41.3x23.6h

**3 SEATS LARGE ARMREST 30 cm - Inch 11.8:**
- 330x105x60h cm - Inch 130x41.3x23.6h

**SH:** 42 cm - Inch 16.5

---

**CODE:** 048116 CT00C TR226 (3 SEATS 90 CM, ARMRESTS 22 CM), DECATUR FABRIC
ESTHER

Esther was born from the idea of turning the iconic Baloon armchair into a sofa. The main feature of the sofa is its captivating curved design, reflected by the frame of the tilted backrest and the seat. The backrest creates a single element with the rounded armrests, while the seat is composed of two large cushions. The whole structure is kept suspended by two hidden recessed feet. The footrest is made of two separate elements that have the same seat size of the 210 cm sofa, so that they can be placed one against the other to create a real chaise-longue. Covers for both pieces are not removable and can be upholstered only with the two bi-elastic fabrics Dubois and Oulu.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
210x112x77 cm - Inch 82.7x44.1x30.3h

2 SEATS LARGE:
240x112x77 cm - Inch 94.5x44.1x30.3h

SH: 42 cm - Inch 15.1
LONDON

Two or three-seat sofa with visible feet in Brushed Brown Oak. Base structure in wood and multy-density polyurethane foam, goose down cushions, in all suitable Armani/Casa Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fabric covers are fully removable. The London range includes also an armchair and a footrest. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
202x95x81h cm - Inch 79.5x37.4x31.9h

3 SEATS:
240x95x81h cm - Inch 94.5x37.4x31.9h

SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

FINISHES

BRUSHED BROWN OAK

CODE: 045029 RMA0B TR815 (2 SEATS), LUXEMBOURG FABRIC
ARMANI/CASA

MADISON

Madison is a sofa with seats featuring springs in harmonic steel. The cushions of the backrest are integrated in the structure. The base structure with four rounded feet is in solid wood. Three-, regular two- and large two-seat options available. Upholstery in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics (removable) or Soft Touch Leathers in collection (not removable).

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
190x104x82 cm - Inch 74.8x40.9x32.3h

2 SEATS LARGE:
230x104x82 cm - Inch 90.5x40.9x32.3h

3 SEATS:
270x104x82 cm - Inch 106.3x40.9x32.3h

SH: 43 cm - Inch 16.9

FINISHES

CANALETTO WALNUT

GREY MAPLE

• CODE: 049304 NOC0C TR895 (2 SEATS LARGE), MEMPHIS FABRIC
MATTHEW

Matthew is a range that reinterprets the classic sinuous lines of Armani/Casa: this sofa, in fact, is curved on all sides (backrest profile, armrests, sofa back). Seating cushions are in foam rubber and particularly deep to increase comfort, while backrest cushions are contoured to follow the shape of the backrest structure. The range includes also an armchair. Covers in fabric are removable; available also in all Soft Touch Leathers in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

ARMCHAIR:
100x95x80h cm - Inch 39.4x37.4x31.5h

2 SEATS:
228x120x80h cm - Inch 89.8x47.2x31.5h

3 SEATS:
260x120x80h cm - Inch 102.4x47.2x31.5h

SH: 42 cm - Inch 16.5

FINISHES

BRUSHED BROWN OAK

CODE: 049301 CT00C ER001 (3 SEATS), MELBOURNE FABRIC
**ARMANI / CASA**

**NIELSEN**

Nielsen sofas feature a unique seating cushion and feet in solid walnut. The range also includes an armchair and a modular system. MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**

**ARMCHAIR:**
103x98x80h cm - Inch 40.5x38.5x31.4h

**3 SEATS LARGE:**
240x105x80h cm - Inch 94.4x41.3x31.4h

**SH:** 44 cm - Inch 17.3

**FINISHES**

CANALETTO WALNUT

CODE: 049280 NOCOD TX055 (3 SEATS LARGE), NICE FABRIC
NOLAN

This reinterpretation of the best-selling Canaletto range features a single seating cushion. Differently from the Canaletto range, though, Nolan is available in one armrest width version only (22 cm - Inch 8.7) and does not offer a modular system. The armchair matching this sofa is from the Canaletto range.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
204x110x60h cm - Inch 80.3x43.3x23.6h

3 SEATS:
284x110x60h cm - Inch 111.8x43.3x23.6h

SH: 42 cm - Inch 16.5

CODE: 045982 CT00B TR911, MARANELLO FABRIC
ARMANI / CASA

OLSEN

Olsen is marked by the lifted seat and curved lines: the empty space below the seat enhances the sense of lightness, while all hard structures - armrests, seatback section and upper profile, feet - are rounded. The look is completed by the addition of vertical and horizontal stitchings on the seatback cushion: if upholstered with a canneté fabric (like Colville, Jackson, Jaipur or Orlando, for example) every section delimited by the stitchings will feature a different orientation of the lines, to create a sort of extra-large checkerboard effect. Two different versions of the seatback cushions are available on Olsen sofas. Upholstery available in all suitable fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection; covers are not removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
228x100x100h cm - Inch 89.7x39.3x39.3h

3 SEATS:
268x100x100h cm - Inch 105.5x39.3x39.3h

SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

CODE: 050172 CT00D TX090 (3 SEATS), ORLANDO FABRIC
OSIMO

The Osimo sofa stands out for its particular shape, featuring a high seatback that ends with imposing armrests to create a sort of alcove. All details are rounded. Due to its design, Osimo is a perfect stand-alone piece that can be placed together with different products, either matching the same curved volumes or contrasting with sharper lines. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
230x100x83h cm - Inch 90.5x39.3x32.6h

3 SEATS:
270x100x83h cm - Inch 106.2x39.3x32.6h

SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

CODE: OS0202 CT00C ER003 3 SEATS, MELBOURNE FABRIC
ARMANI / CASA

RAPHAEL

Two or three-seat sofa whose distinctive feature is the wooden frame around the armrests. Raphael has a high cushion in polyurethane foam that makes the seating particularly comfortable. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Covers are not removable. The range includes also an armchair.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
180x95x62h cm - Inch 70.9x37.4x24.4h

3 SEATS:
240x95x62h cm - Inch 94.5x37.4x24.4h

SH: 40 cm - Inch 15.7

FINISHES

BLACK MAPLE • BRUSHED BROWN OAK
BROWN MAHOGANY

• CODE: 048388 ACE0C ER001, MELBOURNE FABRIC
**SYDNEY**

Sidney is available in different options: two-seat small, two-seat and three-seat. Cushions in goose feathers. Upholstery can be selected among all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fabric covers are completely removable. **MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

**2 SEATS SMALL:**
176x93x68h cm - Inch 69.3x36.6x26.8h

**2 SEATS:**
210x110x70,5h cm - Inch 82.7x43.3x27.8h

**3 SEATS:**
250x110x70,5h cm - Inch 98.4x43.3x27.8h

**SH:**
44,5 cm - Inch 17.5

**CODE:** 045079 CT00B TR659 (2 SEATS SMALL), GABY FABRIC
CANALETTO

In addition to the armchair, the footrest, the two and the three-seat sofa, the Canaletto range offers also a modular system. The system includes different elements that can be variously combined: a corner element, a one-seat element, a two-seat element (with or without left/right armrest) and a chaise-longue (with or without left/right armrest). To ensure versatility and meet the taste of clients, the seat comes in two different sizes of 80 cm and 90 cm. In addition, two armrest widths are available (20 cm and 30 cm). Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
SINGLE SEAT:
80x105x78h cm - Inch 31.4x41.3x30.7h
90x105x78h cm - inch 35.4x41.3x30.7h

CHAISE LONGUE:
90x195x78h cm - Inch 35.4x76.7x30.7h

SINGLE ARMREST:
22x105x57h cm - Inch 8.6x41.3x22.4h
30x105x57h cm - Inch 11.2x41.3x22.4h

CORNER ELEMENT:
105x105x78h cm - Inch 41.3x41.3x22.4h

FOOTREST:
105x105x42h cm - Inch 41.3x41.3x16.5h

SH: 42 cm - Inch 16.5
Composition Units

- Armchair
- 2 Seats Sofa
- 3 Seats Sofa
- 2 Seats Element + Left Armrest
- 2 Seats Element + Right Armrest
- Footrest
- Corner Element
- Single Element
- 2 Seats Element
- Chaise Longue No Armrest
- Chaise Longue + Left Armrest
- Chaise Longue + Right Armrest
ENGADIN

In addition to the daybed, the Engadin range offers also a modular system. The Engadin range is available only with armrests and seat cushions of one width, 25 cm and 80 cm respectively. All elements can combined in a variety of ways to satisfy all needs. The structure of the seats is slightly tilted and includes springs and a steel frame. The seats cushions are filled with feathers and have a central foam rubber element, while the backrest cushions are filled only with feathers for greater comfort. The distinctive feature of Engadin is the iconic radial shape of the armrest, which runs along the entire outer edge on the sofa becoming its backrest. The sofa can be entirely upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

ARMREST:
25x105x78h cm - Inch 9.8x41.3x30.7h

1/2/3 SEATS ELEMENT:
80x105x91h cm - Inch 31.5x41.3x35.8h
160x105x91h cm - Inch 63x41.3x35.8h
240x105x91h cm - Inch 94.5x41.3x35.8h

2 SEATS ELEMENT WITH LEFT OR RIGHT ARMREST:
186x105x91h cm - Inch 72.8x41.3x35.8h

2 SEATS SOFA:
210x105x91h cm - Inch 82.6x41.3x35.8h

3 SEATS SOFA:
290x105x91h cm - Inch 114.1x41.3x35.8h

CHAISE LONGUE:
80x195x91h cm - Inch 31.5x76.7x35.8h
With armrest: 105x195x91h cm - Inch 41.3x76.7x35.8h

CORNER ELEMENT:
105x105x91h cm - Inch 41.3x41.3x35.8h

SH: 44 cm - Inch 13.3
Composition Units

- **2 SEATS SOFA**
- **3 SEATS SOFA**
- **2 SEATS ELEMENT + LEFT ARMREST**
- **2 SEATS ELEMENT + RIGHT ARMREST**
- **CORNER ELEMENT**
- **SINGLE ELEMENT**
- **2 SEATS ELEMENT**
- **3 SEATS ELEMENT**
- **CHAISE LONGUE NO ARMREST**
- **CHAISE LONGUE + LEFT ARMREST**
- **CHAISE LONGUE + RIGHT ARMREST**
Open recalls the neat aesthetics typical of Armani/Casa. Conceived to be classic yet contemporary pieces, all modules – corner and footrest excluded – of this sofa are available also with a sliding seat to become even more comfortable. A monolithic recessed base lifts the seat from the ground. Since all modules host one seat only, Open can be customized in many different ways to create linear or angular compositions, suitable for any living room. Upholstery available in all suitable fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Covers in fabric are removable.

MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**

**SINGLE ELEMENT (WITH OR WITHOUT SLIDING SEAT)**

- **Seat 80 cm**: 80x110x75h cm - Inch 31.5x43.3x29.5h
- **Seat 90 cm**: 90x110x75h cm - Inch 35.4x43.3x29.5h
- **Seat 100 cm**: 100x110x75h cm - Inch 39.3x43.3x29.5h

**LEFT / RIGHT ELEMENT (WITH OR WITHOUT SLIDING SEAT)**

- **Seat 80 cm**: 110x110x75h cm - Inch 43.3x43.3x29.5h
- **Seat 90 cm**: 120x110x75h cm - Inch 47.2x43.3x29.5h
- **Seat 100 cm**: 130x110x75h cm - Inch 51.1x43.3x29.5h

**Footrest:**

- **Seat 80 cm**: 80x110x42h cm - Inch 31.5x43.3x16.5h
- **Seat 90 cm**: 90x110x42h cm - Inch 35.4x43.3x16.5h
- **Seat 100 cm**: 100x110x42h cm - Inch 39.3x43.3x16.5h

**Corner Element:**

110x110x75h cm - Inch 43.3x43.3x29.5h

SH: 43 cm - Inch 17
ORSON

Orson offers a wide variety of options, since it includes different freestanding pieces as well as a complete modular system. All elements are marked by sinuous lines. Upholstery available in all suitable fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Covers in fabric are removable. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

2 SEATS:
190x105x80h cm - Inch 74.8x41.3x31.4h

2 SEATS LARGE:
230x105x80h cm - Inch 90.5x41.3x31.4h

3 SEATS:
270x105x80h cm - Inch 106.2x41.3x31.4h

RIGHT/LEFT 2 SEATS ELEMENT:
175x110x80h cm – Inch 68.8x41.3x31.4h

RIGHT/LEFT 3 SEATS ELEMENT:
225x110x80h cm – Inch 88.5x41.3x31.4h

RIGHT/LEFT CHAISE-LONGUE:
105x255x80h cm – Inch 41.3x100.3x31.4h

SH: 44 cm – Inch 17.3
**BALOON**

Tubular armchair and footrest. These iconic pieces draw inspiration from the style of the 30s. The visible metal structure is in Satin Black Nickel. Upholstery is not removable and available in the two bi-elastic fabrics Dubois and Oulu only. Baloon can easily become the focal point of a room thanks to its attractive design and vintage touch.

MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**

**ARMCHAIR:**
87x92x67h cm - Inch 34.3x36.2x26.3h  
SH: 40 cm - Inch 15.7

**FOOTREST:**
80x80x36,5h cm - Inch 31.5x31.5x14.4h

**FINISHES**

- SATIN BLACK NICKEL

**BARBICAN**

Small right or left corner armchair with footrest. The two armchairs can be placed one close to the other to create a small sofa; in the same way, armchair and footrest can be used to create a real chaise-longue. Covers are not removable and are available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection.

MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**

**ARMCHAIR:**
80x80x80h cm - Inch 31.5x31.5x31.5h  
SH: 42 cm - Inch 16.5

**FOOTREST:**
80x80x42h cm - Inch 31.5x31.5x16.5h

**FINISHES**

- BROWN MAHOGANY
- CANALETTO WALNUT
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

* CODE: 045950 NOC0D TR848 (ARMCHAIR LEFT ARMREST), 048130 NOC0D TR848 (FOOTREST), LILLE FABRIC
CANALETTO

The Canaletto range includes also an armchair and a large footrest, both with removable covers (when in fabric). Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
ARMCHAIR:
95x90x80h cm - 37.4x35.4x31.5h
SH: 42 cm - Inch 16.5

FOOTREST:
105x105x42h cm - Inch 41.3x41.3x16.54h

ESSEX

Armchair with enveloping shape, thanks to the curved armrests in multidensity foam. Available in two sizes. Visible wooden feet. Essex can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collections. Fabric covers are removable. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
REGULAR:
82x87x67h cm - Inch 32.3x33.9x26.4h
SH: 39 cm - Inch 15.3

LARGE:
90x90x67h cm - Inch 35.4x35.4x26.4h
SH: 39 cm - Inch 15.3
**ARMANI/CASA**

**JULIE**

Julie is a resting armchair that stands out for its elegant curved design, inspired by a petal of a lotus flower, and its metal base. On the side view, Julie shows a distinctive curved and raised edge, giving the impression that the armchair is lifted from the floor. The structure is realized in foam and can be upholstered with Thin or Soft Touch Leathers, as well as all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics. **MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

ARMCHAIR: 101x95x80h cm - Inch 39.8x37.4x31.5h

SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

**FINISHES**

SATIN LIGHT BRASS

**CODE:** 050023 CA900 CO054, THIN LEATHER

**LONDON**

Classic armchair and footrest that complete the London range. Visible wooden feet. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fabric covers are removable. **MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

ARMCHAIR: 101x95x80h cm - Inch 39.8x37.4x31.5h

SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

FOOTREST: 101x120x44h cm - Inch 39.8x47.2x17.3h

**FINISHES**

BRUSHED BROWN OAK

**CODE:** 045031 RMA0B TR910 (ARMCHAIR), MARANELLO FABRIC
MARGOT

Margot is a relaxing armchair with footrest, inspired by the design of the range Lea. The structure is in solid wood with four radiant feet. Differently from the Lea chair, Margot has no decorative zip. Margot introduces a material exclusively available on the Margot range: the top quality Red Soft Leather. The upholstery can be selected in the two bi-elastic fabric Oulu and Dubois, as well as two kinds of leathers in collection (Soft Touch, Thin). Padding in foam rubber, inner structure in steel.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
ARMCHAIR:
82x98x83 cm - Inch 32.3x38.6x32.7
SH: 47 cm - Inch 18.5

FOOTREST:
62x62x43 cm - Inch 24.4x24.4x16.9

FINISHES
CANALETTO WALNUT

NIELSEN

Nielsen takes inspiration by the Otello range, featuring a thicker seating cushion and slightly modified feet in solid walnut. The Nielsen range also includes a sofa.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
103x98x80 cm - Inch 40.5x38.5x31.4
SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

FINISHES
CANALETTO WALNUT

CODE: 049310 CA900 C0554 (ARMCHAIR), 049311 CA900 C0554 (FOOTREST), THIN LEATHER

CODE: 049283 NOCOD TR792, JAIPUR FABRIC
OSVALDO

Osvaldo is inspired by large armchairs typical of clubs of the Art Déco time. The reduced thickness of the seatback and the armrests create a lighter appearance and volumes that can properly fit also into small rooms. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collection, as well as Cavalliino Leathers and Antique Tobacco Leather (available on this range only). Feet in solid wood.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
82x88x70 cm – Inch 32.28x34.64x27.55h
SH: 43 cm - Inch 17

RAPHAEL

Armchair that completes the Raphael range. Raphael has a high cushion in polyurethane foam that makes the seating particularly soft and ergonomic. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and soft touch leathers in collection. Covers are not removable. The range includes also an armchair.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
95x95x62h cm - Inch 37.4x37.4x24.4h
SH: 40 cm - Inch 15.7

FINISHES
CANALETTO WALNUT
BLACK MAPLE
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
BROWN MAHOGANY

* CODE: 050178 CA985 C0451, ANTIQUE TOBACCO LEATHER

* CODE: 048388 ACE0C ER001, MELBOURNE FABRIC
SYDNEY
Cushions in goose feathers. Upholstery can be selected among all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fabric covers are completely removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
88x93x68 cm - Inch 34.6x36.6x26.8h
SH: 37,5 cm - Inch 14.7

TOKYO
Armchair with structure in wood and in multi-density polyurethane foam. Feet in solid brown oak. It can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fully removable fabric covers.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
84x93x62h cm - Inch 33.1x36.6x24.4h
SH: 45 cm - Inch 17.7

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK

CODE: 045085 CT00x, FABRIC TO CHOOSE

CODE: 045088 RMA0B TR917, MARANELLO FABRIC
ADRIANA

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
190x90x70h cm - Inch 74.8x35.4x27.5h
SH: 39 cm - Inch 15.4

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK

BORROMINI

Chaise-longue in Shiny Santos Rosewood that can be upholstered with all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collections. Covers are not removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
198x78x86,2h cm - Inch 78x30.7x33.9h
SH: 40,7 cm - Inch 16

FINISHES
SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD
ENGADIN

The Engadin daybed features the same lines of the Engadin modular system, though this piece is conceived to be placed independently. Its design features two rounded armrests, typical of the range, and a long cushion of 80x170 cm which functions as a mattress. Since this daybed has no backrest, it is ideal to place in the middle of a room. Upholstery available in all Armani/Casa fabrics, or thin and Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fabric covers are removable.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
223x80x75h cm - Inch 31.5x87.8x29.5h
SH: 44 cm - Inch 17.3

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / DARK GREEN INTERWOVEN LEATHER / MELBOURNE FABRIC (ER003 - MINT)
- CANALETTO WALNUT / TECHNICAL CHINCHILLA FABRIC / MELBOURNE FABRIC (ER001 - IVORY)
- CANALETTO WALNUT / NORFOLK FABRIC

ONDA

The Onda chaise-longue takes inspiration from the Morfeo bed: both ranges were born form the idea of a folded paper sheet, creating a sinuous silhouette made with a unique piece. The frame of the chaise-longue is made with solid wood, while the central part is covered with different materials depending on the version. Onda is equipped with a thin mattress and a movable cushion upholstered with fabric, in a color matching the main material of the structure. The range is available also in the same finishes of the Morfeo bed. Onda is available with or without armrests.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
185x80x85h cm – Inch 72.8x31x33.4h

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / DARK GREEN INTERWOVEN LEATHER / MELBOURNE FABRIC (ER003 - MINT)
- CANALETTO WALNUT / TECHNICAL CHINCHILLA FABRIC / MELBOURNE FABRIC (ER001 - IVORY)
- CANALETTO WALNUT / NORFOLK FABRIC

CODE: 048542 CT00E TX027, NANJING FABRIC

CODE: 050112 CA941 ER003, MELBOURNE FABRIC
ARMANI/CASA

DAKAR

Stool with upholstered seat. Inner padding in polyurethane foam and visible wooden legs. Dakar can be upholstered also with housse covers. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers; fabric covers are removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
38x38x45h cm - Inch 15x15x17.7h

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK

EXTRA

Extra is a bench conceived as an end-of-bed piece. Thanks to its neutral design, however, it can be adapted to different situations like walk-in closets. Completely padded and upholstered, this bench is marked by its frame kept above ground by four wooden feet in the shape of a truncated pyramid. The four corners of the bench are rounded to give this piece a more sinuous look. Upholstery in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers; fabric covers are removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
170x50x47,5h cm - Inch 66.9x19.7x18.7h

FINISHES
BLACK MAPLE
BRUSHED BROWN OAK

• CODE: 045005 RMA0C TR813, LUXEMBOURG FABRIC

• CODE: 048304 ACE0D TR787, JAIPUR FABRIC
FIGARO

This footrest/stool is designed starting from the lines of its matching chair: the legs and upholstered seating of the two pieces, in fact, have the same dimensions. With a height of 45 cm, this piece is taller than a normal footrest and it is adaptable to various situations. The seat is padded with variable density foam to ensure a higher comfort. Legs feature 15 mm metal feet matching their respective wood. The upholstery is available in all and suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers in collection. Fabric covers are removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
57x43x45h cm - Inch 22.4x16.9x17.7h
SH: 45 cm - Inch 17.7

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
CANALETTO WALNUT

GARDENIA

Gardenia is an upholstered bench that can either be used as an end-of-bed bench or singularly inside a room. Thanks to its neutral design it can easily be placed with all kinds of beds. Completely padded and upholstered, this bench is marked by its frame kept above ground by two metal x-shaped bases, characteristic in the Armani/Casa design line: the same base structure, in fact, can be found on Club, Damasio and Oreste. Upholstery in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics or Soft Touch Leathers; fabric covers are removable.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
170x45x48h cm – Inch 66.9x17.7x18.9h

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
SMOKED GOLD

* CODE: 048543 CT00A TR592, FARO FABRIC
GLAM

The Glam stool was born to complete the related coiffeuse and is available in a single size. It has a simple but functional design: the seat features curved sides and tubular metal legs with squared section. Differently from the matching coiffeuse, the stool can be upholstered with different materials - like all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics and Soft Touch Leathers in collection - becoming a multifunctional piece. Fabric covers are removable. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
60x40x45h cm - Inch 23.6x15.7x17.7h

FINISHES
SMOKED GOLD

LAWRENCE

Rounded shape footrest. Available in two different sizes, large and small, that can be matched for several décor options. Upholstery available in all suitable Armani/Casa fabrics, Thin Leathers and Technical Shagreen Fabric. Base in bronze lacquer. This sinuous footrest is particularly decorative if upholstered with Lafayette fabric by Rubelli, featuring a Japanese landscape motif. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
SMALL: 55x41x43h cm - Inch 21.7x16.1x17h
LARGE: 85x57x43h cm - Inch 33.5x22.4x17h

CODE: 048546 CT00A TR593, FARO FABRIC